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BROWNIAN MOTION IN A WEDGE WITH VARIABLE
REFLECTION: EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS
BY R. DANTE DEBLASSIE
Texas A & M University
Existence and uniqueness in law of re¯ecting Brownian motion in a
wedge is proved. The direction of re¯ection along the sides of the wedge
varies in a reasonable fashion, except perhaps at the corner.
1. Introduction. In this paper we prove existence and uniqueness in
.  .law of re¯ecting Brownian motion RBM in a wedge, where the direction of
re¯ection along the sides varies in a reasonable fashion, except perhaps at
 .the corner. Varadhan and Williams 1985 have completely solved the prob-
lem when the direction of re¯ection is constant on each side of the wedge.
 .Under various geometric conditions, Dupuis and Ishii 1991, 1993 have
considered similar questions for more general domains and higher dimen-
sions. In fact, their results are crucial for the present work. Other authors
 .  .on this subject include Skorokhod 1961, 1962 , McKean 1963, 1969 , Ikeda
 .  .  .and Watanabe 1989 , Watanabe 1971 , El Karoui 1975 , El Karoui and
 .  .Chaleyat-Maurel 1978 , El Karoui, Chaleyat-Maurel and Marchal 1980 ,
 .  .  .Stroock and Varadhan 1971 , Bensoussan and Lions 1982 , Tanaka 1979 ,
 .  .  .Lions and Sznitman 1984 , Harrison and Reiman 1981 , Saisho 1987 ,
 .  .Tsuchiya 1976, 1980 and Kwon 1992 . Special cases of their results overlap
 .with certain cases of ours, but we include new results. Rogers 1990, 1991
 .and Burdzy and Marshall 1992 have studied the question of whether or not
the corner of the wedge is hit by RBM started away from the corner. While we
do not use their results, we make use of some of their techniques.
 .  . 4Let S s S j s S s r, u : r G 0, 0 F u F j be the wedge of angle j gj
 .  .0, 2p , where r, u are polar coordinates. Let
­S s r , u : r G 0, u s 0 , 4 .1
­S s r , u : r G 0, u s j 4 .2
 .  .  4be the sides of the wedge. Denote by u x g ypr2, pr2 , x g ­S R 0 , the
 .angle of re¯ection at x, where u x is measured clockwise from the inward
normal at x.
w . w .A nondecreasing continuous function K: 0, ` ª 0, ` is a Dini modulus
of continuity if, for each t ) 0,
K u .t
1.1 du - `. . H
u0
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 . 1, K?.  4.  . 1  4.We say u ? g C ­S R 0 , i s 1, 2, if u ? g C ­S R 0 , and for eachloc i i
 4compact set K : ­S R 0 there is some C ) 0 depending on K such thati K
< < < <Du x y Du x F C K x y x , x , x g K , .  .  .1 2 K 1 2 1 2
where D is any ®rst-order partial derivative.
The principal result is existence and uniqueness of RBM in an arbitrary
 .wedge S. The main feature is that u x need not have limiting values as
 4  4x ª 0 in ­S R 0 or as x ª 0 in ­S R 0 . Here and throughout this paper,1 2
 .u ? is taken to be bounded away from "pr2. This corresponds to ``non-
tangential re¯ection.'' Also, our interest is primarily in behavior near 0, so we
will assume that far away the re¯ection is normal.
 .THEOREM 1.1. For the wedge S s S , 0 - j - 2p , suppose u x s 0 forj
< <x G 1,
1, K?.  41.2 u ? g C ­S R 0 , i s 1, 2, .  .  .loc i
p
< <1.3 sup u - .
2 4­ SR 0
and, for some « ) 0,
1.4 sup u x y inf u x - 2j . .  .  .
< <x F«< <x F«
 4xg­ S R 0 4 1xg­ S R 02
Then RBM in S exists uniquely in law.
 .REMARK. Notice in the case of j G pr2 that condition 1.4 is a conse-
 .quence of 1.3 .
Let us outline the key ideas of this paper. Following the approach of
 .Varadhan and Williams 1985 , we characterize RBM in S as a solution of a
submartingale problem. Uniqueness in law of RBM in S is equivalent to
having a unique solution of the submartingale problem. Commonly in this
type of problem, uniqueness rather than existence is the most dif®cult part to
prove. Aside from technicalities, we reduce consideration to the upper half-
space via conformal invariance of RBM. Another conformal transformation,
 .due to Rogers 1990, 1991 , reduces the problem to consideration of a Lip-
schitz domain with constant vertical direction of re¯ection. Here our assump-
 .tions on the angle of re¯ection u ? come into play. To prove uniqueness in
 .  .this setting, we use results of Dupuis and Ishii 1993 on pathwise or strong
 .uniqueness of stochastic differential equations with re¯ection SDER in
nonsmooth domains. Our key idea is to show that pathwise uniqueness for a
related stochastic differential equation implies uniqueness for the submartin-
gale problem. A general theorem of this type, ``pathwise uniqueness for SDE
with re¯ection implies uniqueness for the corresponding submartingale prob-
lem,'' seems quite dif®cult to prove in a setting with nonsmooth state space or
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nonsmooth re¯ection. For this reason we are unable to use the very general
 .existence and uniqueness results of Tsuchiya 1976, 1980 on diffusions with
re¯ection in the upper half-space. Finally, note that the methods of Kwon
 .  .1992 can be used to obtain results when u ? has limiting values along the
sides of S.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give formulations of
RBM as a solution of a submartingale problem and also as a solution of a
stochastic differential equation with re¯ection. The main result of this section
is that pathwise uniqueness for a certain stochastic differential equation with
re¯ection implies uniqueness for the corresponding submartingale problem.
The proof is deferred to Section 5. In Section 3 we present some results on
hitting times of RBM crucial to later developments. Section 4 extends the
submartingale property to a certain class of functions. This is essential for
the proof of the main theorem in Section 2 concerning pathwise uniqueness
and uniqueness in law. In Section 5 we show that a solution of the submartin-
gale problem, under appropriate hypotheses, is the solution of a stochastic
differential equation. With this, we prove the main theorem of Section 2.
Section 6 presents conformal invariance of RBM under certain technical
hypotheses. These hypotheses are required because of the nonsmooth nature
of the state space and re¯ection ®eld at the origin. In Section 7 we prove the
half-space case by using Rogers' conformal transformation. This transforma-
tion gives rise to a setting in which the results of Dupuis and Ishii on
pathwise uniqueness apply. Finally, in Section 8 we handle the general
wedge.
2. Formulations of RBM. Let D : R2 be a domain such that 0 g ­ D,
 4 2­ D is Lipschitz and ­ D R 0 is C . More precisely, ­ D is the graph of a
 . 2  4Lipschitz function y s f x , x g R, and f is C on R R 0 . We also assume
 .  .  4D lies above the graph of f. Let u x g ypr2, pr2 , x g ­ D R 0 , denote
the angle of re¯ection, measured positive in the clockwise sense with respect
 .  .  .to the inward unit normal n x . Denote by g x the vector making angle u x
 .with n x , and call it the direction of re¯ection. Any normalization is allowed
 .this will be apparent below , and in the sequel we will take either g ? n s 1 or
< <g s 1, as the situation demands.
w . .Let V s C 0, ` , D be the space of continuous paths in D, and letD
 .  . w .   . 4Z v s v t , t g 0, ` , be the coordinate map. Set M s s v s : s F t andt t
  . 4M s s v s : s G 0 . A solution of the submartingale problem on D, starting
 .from x g D, is a probability measure P on V , M such thatx D
2.1 P v 0 s x s 1; .  . .x
2 .  4  4for each f g C D with f constant near 0 and g ? =f G 0 on ­ D R 0 ,b
t12.2 f v t y D f v s ds .  .  .  . .  .H2
0
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is a P -submartingale;x
`
Px2.3 E I v s ds s 0. .  . .H 04
0
 4A family P : x g D is a solution of the submartingale problem on D if, forx
each x g D, P solves the submartingale problem on D, starting from x. Wex
 .  4  .say Z ? together with P : x g D is an RBM in D and Z ? under P is anx x
RBM in D starting from x.
The statement ``RBM in S exists uniquely in law'' now has precise mean-
ing: there is exactly one solution of the submartingale problem on D.
For a stopping time t , we will consider RBM in D stopped at time t . This
 .is just the law of the coordinate process Z ? under P , where P satis®esx x
 .  .  .  .2.1 ] 2.3 except t in 2.2 is replaced by t n t and the ` in 2.3 is replaced
by t . In this case we say P solves the submartingale problem stopped atx
time t .
For uniqueness, we make use of some special cases of results in Dupuis
 .and Ishii 1993 . For this it is necessary to introduce certain stochastic
 .differential equations with re¯ection. Let V, F, P be a complete probability
 4space, let F : t G 0 be a right-continuous complete ®ltration and lett
 4  4 2B : t G 0 be standard F -Brownian motion in R .t t
 .  4  .DEFINITION 2.1 SDER . A continuous F -adapted process X t is a solu-t
 .tion to the SDER for D, with direction of re¯ection g ? , initial condition
 4x g D and Brownian motion B : t G 0 ift
2.4 P X t g D , ;t G 0 s 1, .  . .
and
2.5 X t s x q B t q Y t , .  .  .  .
where
< < < <2.6 Y t s I X s g ­ D dY s - ` a.s. .  .  .  . .H
 x0,t
and
< <2.7 Y t s g X s dY s a.s. .  .  .  . .H
 x0,t
 .LEMMA 2.2. Let X ? be a solution to the SDER for D with direction of
 .  .  .re¯ection g ? and initial condition x g D. Then the law of X ? on V , MD
solves the submartingale problem on D starting from x.
 .  .PROOF. Let P be the law of X ? on V , M . It is routine to check thatx D
 .  .  .P satis®es 2.1 and 2.2 . For 2.3 , by the occupation time formula forx
w  . xsemimartingales Revuz and Yor 1991 , Corollary VI.1.6, page 209 ,
`t
aI X s ds s I a L da s 0 for t ) 0, .  . .H H04 1 04 t
0 y`
a  .where L is the local time for the semimartingale X ? at a. I
? 1
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There is a natural type of uniqueness associated with SDER: pathwise
 .  . uniqueness. This means if X ? and X 9 ? are solutions to SDER on the same
®ltered probability space with the same Brownian motion and initial condi-
.tion , then X s X 9 a.s.
We will also consider SDER stopped at time t , where t is a stopping time.
 .  .This just means replace t in 2.4 ] 2.7 by t n t . The meaning of the
statement ``pathwise uniqueness for SDER stopped at time t '' is clear:
X ?n t s X 9 ?n t a.s. .  .
Uniqueness in law for SDER holds if whenever X and X 9 are solutions to
 .SDER with the same initial condition , possibly on different ®ltered probabil-
ity spaces or possibly with different Brownian motions, then the laws of X
 .and X 9 on V , M coincide.D
Assume pathwise uniqueness holds for SDER for D. Then the usual proof
wof uniqueness in law for SDER for D goes through. See Ikeda and Watanabe
 . x1989 , corollary on page 166. Hence to show uniqueness in law holds for
RBM in D, it suf®ces to show a solution P of the submartingale problem inx
D starting from x has a realization as a solution to the SDER for D. More
  . 4precisely, there is a continuous stochastic process X t : t G 0 de®ned on
  4 .some ®ltered probability space E, G, G , Q such that the following hold:t t G 0
 .  4  .i there exists a two-dimensional G -Brownian motion B with B 0 s 0t
a.s.;
 .  4ii X is a two-dimensional process adapted to G : t G 0 ;t
 .  4iii there exists a two-dimensional continuous G : t G 0 -adapted processt
  . 4  .Y t : t G 0 , with Y 0 s 0, such that
t




< <Y t s g X s dY s a.s. Q ; .  .  . .H
0
 .  .  .  .iv X t s x q B t q Y t ;
 .  .v the law of X on V , M under Q coincides with P .D x
Then it is clear that, to prove the law of RBM in D stopped at time
< <2.8 s v s inf t G 0: v t s d 4 .  .  .d
is unique, it is enough to know pathwise uniqueness for SDER stopped at
 .  .  .time s holds and there is a realization X ? satisfying i ] v up to timed
 .s X .d
We will do this below. A general theorem that pathwise uniqueness for
SDER for D implies uniqueness in law for RBM in D seems quite dif®cult to
prove. We content ourselves by proving a special case directly applicable to
our needs. The next result will be proved in Section 5.
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THEOREM 2.3. Assume D is a domain such that 0 g ­ D, ­ D is Lipschitz,
 4 2­ D R 0 is C ,
p
Ä < <u s sup u x - .
2
 4and the inner and outer cones for D at 0 are, respectively,
Ä< <C s y , y : y G y tan u : D , . 4IN 1 2 2 1
Ä c< <C s y , y : y F y y tan u : D . . 4OUT 1 2 2 1
 .If the direction of re¯ection is g ' 0, 1 , then for some d ) 0 pathwise
uniqueness for SDER for D stopped at time s implies uniqueness in law ford
RBM in D stopped at time s .d
The explicit nature above of the inner and outer cones is crucial to the
proof.
3. Auxiliary results on stopping times. As in Section 2, D is a
 4 2domain with 0 g ­ D, ­D Lipschitz and ­ D R 0 is C . Recall, for r G 0,
< <s v s inf t G 0: v t s r . 4 .  .r
 .LEMMA 3.1. Let 0 - a - d - b. Then for each t ) 0 there is a p a, d , b - 1
 4such that, for any family of solutions P : z g D of the submartingalez
problem on D,
sup P s n s F t - p a, d , b . .  .z a b
< <x sd
xgD
< <  <  . <PROOF. For z s d , P is a probability measure on V [ v g V : v 0z d D
4  4s d and the set s n s F t is a closed subset of V . Since a ) 0 anda b d
 4 2­ D R 0 is C , RBM in D starting from z is uniquely determined up to time
 .s n s . Consequently the law of Z ?n s n s under P converges weaklya b a b zn
 .to the law of Z ?n s n s under P whenever z ª z with z g D anda b z n n
< < w  .xz s d see Stroock and Varadhan 1971 . In particular, the functionn
< <P s n s F t , z g D , z s d , .z a b
is upper semicontinuous, and so it achieves its supremum at some z g D0
< <with z s d . Hence to prove the lemma it is enough to show that, for each0
< <z g D with z s d ,
3.1 P s n s ) t ) 0. .  .z a b
 .Choose v g V such that v 0 s z and0 d 0
< < < <a - inf v s F sup v s - b. .  .0 0
sFt sFt
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 <  .  . < 4Then choose g ) 0 such that, for any v g v g V : sup v s y v s F g ,d sF t 0
< < < <a - inf v s F sup v s - b. .  .
sFt sFt
Then
< <P s n s ) t G P sup Z s y v s F g . .  .  .z a b z 0 /
sFt
wThe lower probability is positive by the support theorem cf. Kwon and
 . x  .Williams 1991 , Theorem 3.1 . Thus 3.1 holds. I
c  .REMARK. Suppose K is a closed set satisfying K : B 0 l B 0 . Then, .a b
 .for some p a, b - 1,K
sup P s n s F t - p a, b , .  .z a b K
zgKlD
where P is any solution of the submartingale problem on D starting from z.z
The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.1.
w . xThe following lemma is from Varadhan and Williams 1985 , Lemma 3.1 .
Their proof is valid in the present context.
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose x g D and P is a solution of the submartingale
 t 4problem starting from x. Let t be a stopping time, and let P be a regularv
 . <  4conditional probability distribution r.c. p.d. of P M . For each v g t - ` ,t
tÃ  .de®ne P on V , M byv D
Ãt tP A s P Z ?q t v g A , A g M . .  . . .v v
Ãt 4Then there is a P-null set N g M such that, for v f N j t s ` , P is at v
 .solution of the submartingale problem starting from t v .
LEMMA 3.3. Let P be a solution of the submartingale problem on Dx
starting from x. Then for the sequence of stopping times T , n G 0, de®ned byn
T s 0,0
< <T s inf t G T : v t s d , 4 .2 nq1 2 n




we have T ª ` a.s. P as n ª `.n x
PROOF. By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2,
P Tx 2 ny1ÃP T F t s E I T F t P s F t y T v .  .  .x 2 n 2 ny1 v d r2 2 ny1
P Tx 2 ny1ÃF E I T F t P s F t .2 ny1 v d r2
P Tx 2 ny1ÃF E I T F t P s n s F t .2 ny1 v 2 d d r2
w xF p dr2, d , 2d P T F t . x 2 ny1
F p dr2, d , 2d P T F t . .  .x 2 ny2
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Hence, iterating,
n
P T F t F p dr2, d , 2d . .  .x 2 n
 .  .Since p dr2, d , 2d - 1, P lim T F t s 0. It follows thatx nª` n
P lim T s ` s 1. I /x n
nª`
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose for some bounded open set B, with 0 g B, that
2  4h g C D l B l C D l B R 0 , .  .
 4  .  4with g ? Dh G 0 on ­ D l B R 0 , h 0 s 0 and Dh G 0 on D l B R 0 .
  . 4Then, for t s inf t G 0: v t f B and for any solution P of the submartin-B z
gale problem on D starting from x g D l B,
tB
Px < <E Dh Z I h Z ) 0 ds F 2 sup h . .  . .H s s
0 B
PROOF. With a change of notation, this is a consequence of the proof of
 .Theorem 4.3 in DeBlassie and Toby 1993 . I
 .LEMMA 3.5. Let P be a solution of the submartingale problem on S j ,x
 .  .0 - j - 2p , starting from x, with angle of re¯ection u x , x g ­S j . Sup-
< < < <pose sup u - pr2, the functions u s u , u s u are continuous­S R 04 ­ S R 041 21 2
and, for some « ) 0,
sup u x y inf u x .  .< x < F « 2 < x < F « 1
a [ - 2
j
 . < <supremum on ­S , in®mum on ­S . Then, for x - « ,2 1
P s - ` s 1. .x «
PROOF. Let d ) 0 be so small that if
a , for a / 0,
a sÄ  a q d , for a s 0,
 .then taking suprema on ­ S the following hold:2
3.2 0 / a - 2; . Ä
p
3.3 sup u x q dj - ; .  .2
2< <x F«
3.4 sup sup u y y u x q dj - p . .  .  .2 2
< < < <x F« y F«
<  . <The last two are possible because sup u z - pr2. De®nez
b s inf u x infimum on ­S , .  .1 1
< <x F«
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 .  .  4and for z s r exp iu g S j R 0 set
aÄF z s r cos au q b . .  .Ä
2  .  4.  .  4Then F g C S j R 0 , DF s 0 on S j R 0 ,
inf cos au q b ) 0 .Ä
0FuFj
by 3.3 and that b s sup u x if a s 0 .  .2
< <x F«
3.5 .
 :and, in polar coordinates r, u ,
aÄy1 :=F s a r cos au q b , ysin au q b , .  .Ä Ä Ä
3.6 .
 .y 1y1raÄ1y1raÄ  :s a F cos au q b cos au q b , ysin au q b . .  .  .Ä Ä Ä Ä
 :Here and below, the notation , denotes the components of a vector
relative to the rotating orthogonal unit vectors e s =r and e s r =u , in thatr u
 < < .order. Moreover normalizing g s 1 ,
 :  4sin u x , cos u x , x g ­S R 0 , .  .1 1 1
g x s .   :  4y sin u x , ycos u x , x g ­S R 0 . .  .2 2 2
By choice of b and a ,Ä
< <w  4u z y b g 0, p , z g ­S R 0 , z F « , . .1 1
3.7 .  < <w  4aj q b y u z g 0,p , z g ­S R 0 , z F « . . .Ä 2 2
 .  4Hence ag ? =F G 0 on ­S j l B 0 R 0 . If .Ä «
a 2Ä
2r aÄg y s y , y / 0, .
2 2 y a .Ä
2  ..   .  4.  .  4  .then g ( F g C S j l C S j R 0 and on ­S j l B 0 R 0 , by 3.2 , .«
w x  .  4g ? = g ( F G 0. Moreover, on S j R 0 ,
< < 2w x w xD g ( F s g 0 ( F =F
 .y 2y2raÄy2 y2ra . 2 2y2raÄ Äs F a F cos au q b . .Ä Ä
y2q2raÄ2s a cos au q ­ .Ä Ä
G C ) 0 by 3.5 . .
 .Applying Lemma 3.4 with D s S j 8 and h s g ( F,
s«
Px < <CE I g ( F Z ) 0 ds - `, x - « . . .H s
0
However,
P g ( F Z ) 0, s F s s P Z / 0, s F s .  . .x s « x s «
s P s F s , a.e. ds , .  .x «
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 .by property 2.3 of a solution of the submartingale problem. Hence
Px w xE s - ` as desired. I«
LEMMA 3.6. With the same hypotheses and notation as in Lemma 3.5, for
< <any p ) a k 0 and x - « ,
s« py2Px < <E Z I Z / 0 du - `. .H u u
0
PROOF. We use the notation in the proof of Lemma 3.5, with d chosen as
there and with the additional requirement
p ) a k 0.Ä
De®ne
praÄh y s y , y / 0. .
  .. 2  .  4.Then h ( F g C S j l C S j R 0 ,
w x  4g ? = h ( F G 0 on ­S j l B 0 R 0 , .  .«
 .  .  4and, for z s r exp iu g S j l B 0 R 0 , .«
p p y a .Ä y2q2raÄy2qpra 2 2y2raÄ Äw xD h ( F s F a F cos au q b .Ä Ä2aÄ
y2q2raÄ py2.r aÄs p p y a F cos au q b .  .Ä Ä
G cr py2 , where c ) 0 by 3.5 . .
By Lemma 3.4 applied to h ( F,
s« py2Pz < <E Z I Z / 0 ds - `, .H s s
0
as desired. I
4. Extension of the submartingale property to other functions.
Throughout this section, P will be a solution of the submartingale problemz
on D starting from z. We will assume the hypotheses of Theorem 2.3 are in
effect.
Ä <  . <For u s sup u x , choosex
1 p
4.1 - p - . .
Ä2 2u q p
ÄThis is possible since u - pr2. Next choose
p p
Ä Ä4.2 b g y q pu , y p p q u . .  . /2 2
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Ä .Note that this interval is nonvoid since p - pr 2u q p . De®ne
p 3p
pC z s r cos pu q b , z s r exp iu , y - u - . .  .  .b
2 2
We now show that
Ä Ä4.3 inf cos pu q b : yu F u F p q u ) 0 .  . 4
and
 44.4 g ? =C G 0 on ­ D R 0 . . b
1Since p ) ,2
p p
Ä Ä Ä Ä4.5 y q pu , y p p q u : 1 y p u y pp , y 1 y p u . .  .  . .  . /2 2
Set
Ä Ä 4­D s r exp iu g ­ D R 0 : yu F u F u , . 41
Ä Ä 4­ D s r exp iu g ­ D R 0 : p y u F u F p q u . . 42
Since C : Dc and C : D,OUT IN
 4­ D R 0 s ­ D j ­D .1 2
 .  .Expressing g z ' 0, 1 in polar coordinates,
 :g z s sin u , cos u , z s r exp iu g ­D j ­ D , .  . 1 2
 :where a, b s ae q be . Then sincer u
py1 :=C s pr cos pu q b , ysin pu q b , .  .b
we end up with
py1g ? =F s pr sin 1 y p u y b , z s r exp iu g ­D j ­D . .  .b 1 2
Ä Ä .If r exp iu g ­ D , then yu F u F u and so1
Ä Ä1 y p u y b g y 1 y p u y b , 1 y p u y b .  .  .
: 0, pp by 4.2 and 4.5 .  .  .
w x: 0, p since p - 1 . .
Hence
g ? =C G 0 on ­ D .b 1
Ä Ä .If r exp iu g ­D , then p y u F u F p q u and2
Ä Ä1 y p u y b g 1 y p p y u y b , 1 y p p q u y b .  .  . .  .
: p 1 y p , p by 4.2 and 4.5 .  .  . .
w x: 0, p ,
and so we have
g ? C G 0 on ­D .b 2
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For each K G 0, set
t s inf t G 0: C v t s K . . . 4K b
The next result extends the submartingale property to a certain class of
functions.
 . THEOREM 4.1. Let p be from 4.1 . Then, for some K ) 0, if B s x g D:
2 . 4  .  .   4.C x - K and h g C D l B and f g C D l B l C D l B R 0 areb
such that
1  4D f s h in D l B R 0 ,2
 4g ? =f G 0 on ­D l B R 0 ,
< < < < pf x y f 0 s o x as x ª 0. .  .  .
Then
tntK
f v t n t y I h v s ds .  .  . . . HK D
0
is a P -submartingale, z g B.z
The proof will be given at the end of this section. For it, we need the
following result.
  . 4THEOREM 4.2. For some K ) 0, if B s x g D: C x - K and z g D lb
 4B R 0 , then for t s t n t ,0 K 0 K
y1q2rpy1q2r p P 2r pz w x4.6 a C z K y C z F E t F a K , .  .  .1 b b 0 K 2
where a and a are independent of z.1 2
PROOF. De®ne
0, for y s 0,¡
y1q2r p y1q2r p~y K y y r 2 y p , for 0 - y F K , .g y s .1 ¢ y1 2r p w xp K 1 y yrK , for y G K .
First we prove that
Pz w x4.7 E t G a g C z , .  . .0 K 1 1 b
which is the desired lower inequality. Since
 4DC s 0 on D R 0b
and
2y2rp2 2< <=C z s p C z rcos pu q b , z s r exp iu / 0, .  .  .  . .b b
 .  .using 4.3 ] 4.4 we can proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2.3 in Varadhan
 .  .  .and Williams 1985 , to obtain 4.7 . This yields the lower inequality in 4.6 .
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To prove the upper inequality, it is enough to show that
P 2r pz  44.8 E t F a K , z g D l B R 0 . .  .0 K 2
De®ne
g y s y2r p . .2
2 .   4.  . w xThen g ( C g C D l C D R 0 and, by 4.4 , g ? = g ( C G 0 on2 b 2 b
 4  4­ D R 0 . Moreover, on D R 0 for some constant a ) 0,3
2Y < <D g ( C s g ( C =C2 b 2 b b
2 2 y p y2q2rpy2q2r p 2 2y2r ps C p C cos pu q b . .b b /p p
y2q2rps 2 2 y p cos pu q b .  .
G a3
 .by 4.3 and the fact that 2 y p ) 0.
By Lemma 3.4 with h s g ( C ,2 b
tK
Pz < <E a I g ( C Z ) 0 ds F 2 sup g ( C , . .H 3 2 b s 2 b
0 B
which is the same as
tK
P 2r pzE a I Z / 0 ds F 2 K . .H 3 s
0
 .Then, using property 2.3 of the submartingale problem,
Pz w x y1 2r pE t F 2 a K .K 3
Pzw x Pzw x  . y1Since E t F E t , 4.8 holds with a s 2 a . I0 K K 2 3
Now we can prove Theorem 4.1. Let 0 - h - K, where K is from Theorem
4.2, and de®ne the following for n s 0, 1, 2, . . . :
T s 0;0
T s inf t G T : v t s 0 ; 4 .2 nq1 2 n




By Theorem 4.2, once we show T ª ` a.s. P as n ª `, we can modify then z
 .proof of Theorem 3.5 in Varadhan and Williams 1985 in the following
manner, to yield the desired conclusion.
First replace t by t n t and « by K throughout their proof.K
 .Their expression 3.32 remains valid if the initial ``t s '' is replaced by
pw x``t G E t n t s '' and the T appearing in the last equality in theK 2 nq1
 .  .expression is replaced by T n t . In 3.33 ] 3.35 replace T by2 nq1 K 2 nq1
T n t and t by t .2 nq1 K 0 0 K
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To show T ª ` a.s. P , choose d and M, both positive, such thatn z
h 3h
B 0 l D : z : C z F : z : C z F : B 0 l D. .  .  .  .d b b M 5  52 2
Then, by Lemma 3.2 and the remark after Lemma 3.1,
P Tz 2 nÃP T F t F E I T F t P s F t .  .  .z 2 nq1 2 n v 0
P Tz 2 nÃF E I T F t P s n s F t .  .2 n v d M
F P T F t p d , M , .  .z 2 ny1 S
n  . 4  .  .where S s z g D: C z s h . Then P T F t F p d , M ª 0 asb z 2 nq1 S
 .n ª `. Hence P lim T F t s 0, giving T ª ` a.s. P as n ª `.z nª` n n z
5. Identi®cation of the martingale part of a submartingale and
proof of Theorem 2.3. Throughout this section, P will be a solution of thex
submartingale problem on D starting from x. As in Section 2, D is a domain
 4 2such that 0 g ­ D, ­ D is Lipschitz and ­ D R 0 is C .
2 .LEMMA 5.1. Suppose, for some « ) 0, f g C D l B 0 is such that .«
1 t n s« .  .  .f Z y H D f Z ds can be written as a P -submartingale M t qt n s 0 s x f2«
 .A t , where M is a P -martingale and A is a continuous adapted increasingf f x f
 .process. Then A can change only when Z ? g ­ D:f
tns«
I Z s dA s s 0 a.s. P . .  . .H D f x
0
The proof can be modeled on the arguments in Stroock and Varadhan
w . x1971 , pages 161]162 .
In what follows, we use the notation and terminology of Ikeda and
 .  .  .Watanabe 1989 . A stochastic process X ? on V, F, P is called a local
 4  4F -martingale if it is adapted to a ®ltration F and if there exists at t
 4  .  .sequence of F -stopping times s - ` such that s ­` and X t s X t n st n n n n
 4is an F -martingale for each n. If X is a square integrable martingale fort n
 4each n, then X is called a locally square integrable F -martingale. Writet
M
c, loc for the space of a.s. continuous locally square integrable martingales2
 . cwith X 0 s 0 a.s., and M for the space of a.s. continuous square integrable2
martingales.
2 .LEMMA 5.2. Suppose, for some d ) 0, h g C D l B 0 with g ? =h s 0 .d
1 t n sd 4  .  .  .on B 0 l ­ D R 0 , h 0 s 0 and Dh G 0. If h Z y H Dh Z ds .d t n s 0 s2d
is a P -submartingale with square integrable martingale part M , thenx h
tnsd  :I Z s g ­ D d M , M s s 0. .  . .H h h
0
PROOF. For each integer n G 1 there is a continuous function k : R ªn
w . w  .x0, ` see the proof of Lemma 2.5 in DeBlassie 1990 such that k ' 0 in an
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X Y X  .  .neighborhood of 0, 0 F k F 1, k G 0, k t ª I t as n ª ` and, forn n n 0,`.
some C ) 0,
< < y1k t y t k 0 F Cn . .n
Write
tnsd15.1 G t s h Z s h x q M t q A t q Dh Z ds, .  .  .  .  .  . . Ht n s h h s2d
0
c  .where M g M and A t is a continuous adapted increasing process. Then,h 2 h
for n G 1,
t X w xk G t s k G 0 q k G dM q dA .  .  . .  . Hn n n h h
0
5.2 .
tns td X Y1 1  :q k G Dh Z ds q k G d M , M . .  .  .H Hn s s n h h2 2
0 0
By dominated convergence and the Burkholder]Davis]Gundy inequalities,
 . 2as n ª ` the martingale part in 5.2 converges in L , uniformly for t in
t  .compact sets to H I G ) 0 dM . By dominated convergence, the dA and ds0 h h
parts converge in L1, uniformly for t in compact sets, to
t tnsd1I G ) 0 dA and I G ) 0 Dh Z ds, .  .  .H Hh s2
0 0
 .respectively. The remaining integrand on the right-hand side of 5.2 is
 . 1nonnegative and, as n ª `, k G converges in L , uniformly for t inn t
 .  .compact sets, to 0 k G t . Then the last term on the right-hand side of 5.2
1 q  .converges in L to a continuous adapted increasing process A . Thus 5.2h
becomes
0 k h Z s 0 k G t . .t n sd
s 0 k h x .5.3 .
tnsg 1 qq I G ) 0 dM q dA q Dh Z ds q A . .  .H h h s h2
0
 .This argument also works for k yG , givingn
0 k yh Z . .t n sd
tnsd 1 ys 0 k yh x y I G - 0 dM q dA q Dh Z ds q A , .  .  . . H h h s h2
0
where Ay is a continuous adapted increasing process. Subtracting this fromh
 .5.3 gives
tnsd 1h Z s h x q I G / 0 dM q dA q Dh Z ds .  .  . . Ht n s h h s2d
0
q Aq y Ay t . . .h h
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 .Comparing martingale parts with 5.1 , we see that
tnsd  :5.4 I h Z s 0 d M , M s s 0. .  .  . .H s h h
0
 .Given g ) 0, de®ne a sequence of stopping times n s 0, 1, 2, . . .
T s 00
< <T s inf t G T : Z s g , 42 nq1 2 n t
< <T s inf t G T : Z s gr2 . 42 nq2 2 nq1 t
w x  .  .Now, on T , T , Z ? stays away from D l B 0 , so the theory of2 ny1 2 n g r2
w . xStroock and Varadhan 1971 , Theorem 2.5 applies and yields
s nTd 2 n c  :I Z s g B 0 l ­ D d M , M s .  .  . .H g h h
s nTd 2 ny1
s nTd 2 n c 2< <s I Z s g B 0 l ­ D =h Z ds .  .  . .H g s
s nTd 2 ny1
s 0
and
s nTd 2 n c
I Z s g B 0 l ­D ds s 0 .  . .H g
s nTd 2 ny1
 . < < w xusing 2 and 5 of that theorem . Also, since Z F g for s g T , T , wes 2 n 2 nq1
have
s nTd 2 nq1 c  :I Z s g B 0 l ­D d M , M s s 0, .  .  . .H g h h
s nTd 2 n
s nTd 2 nq1 c
I Z s g B 0 l ­D ds s 0. .  . .H g
s nTd 2 n
Thus, by Lemma 3.3,
tnsd c  :I Z s g B 0 l ­ D d M , M s s 0, .  .  . .H g h h
0
tnsd c
I Z s g B 0 l ­ D ds s 0; .  . .H g
0
and upon letting g ª 0 we obtain
tnsd  : 4I Z s g ­D R 0 d M , M s s 0, .  . .H h h
0
tnsd  4I Z s g ­D R 0 ds s 0. . .H
0
 . w  . x  .Combined with 5.4 using h 0 s 0 and 2.3 we get
tnsd  :I Z s g ­ D d M , M s ' 0, .  . .H h h
0
tnsd




 .i With h as in Lemma 5.2,
tnsd  :I h Z s 0 d M , M s s 0. .  . .H s h h
0
 . t n sd  .ii We have H I Z ds s 0.0 ­ D s
THEOREM 5.4. Let P be a solution of the submartingale problem in Dx
starting from x.
2 .  .i Suppose, for some d ) 0, h g C D l B 0 with g ? =h G 0 on .d
1 t n sd 4  .  .  .B 0 l ­D R 0 , h 0 s 0 and Dh G 0. If h Z y H Dh Z ds is a .d t n s 0 s2d
submartingale with square integrable martingale part M , thenh
tnsd 2 : < <M , M t n s s =h Z ds. .  .Hh h d s
0
2 .  .ii Suppose, for the same d , g g C D l B 0 with g ? =g G 0 on .d
 4  .B 0 l ­ D R 0 , g 0 s 0 and D g s 0. If h is as above with .d
 4  .g ? =h s 0 on B 0 l ­ D R 0 and Dh s 0 and if g Z is a submartin- .d t n sd
gale with square integrable martingale part M , theng
tnsd :M , M t n s s =h ? =g Z ds. .  .  .Hh g d s
0
 .PROOF. By the submartingale property applied to k ( h and k ( yh ,n n
k ( h Z s k ( h x q M n. t q An. t .  .  . .n t n s n h hd




k ( yh Z .  .n t n sd
s k ( yh x q M n. t y An. t .  .  .  .n yh yh5.6 .
tnsd 2Y X1 < <q k ( yh =h y k ( yh Dh Z ds, .  .  .H n n s2
0
where M n. g M c and An. are continuous, adapted, increasing processes." h 2 " h
By Lemma 5.1,
tnsd n.5.7 I Z s dA s s 0. .  .  . .H D " h
0
 n. n.:  n. n.:Step 1. Computation of M , M and M , M . An application ofh h yh yh
 .Ito's formula using 5.5 givesÃ
tnsd2 2 n. n.k ( h Z s k ( h x q 2k ( h Z s dM s q dA s .  .  .  . . . Hn t n s n n h hd
0
tnsd 2Y X< <w x w x w xq k ( h k ( h =h q k ( h Dh Z ds . 4H n n n s
0
5.8 .
 n. n.:q M , M t n s . .h h d
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On the other hand, by the submartingale property applied to f s k 2 ( h,n
2 2 Ä n. Än.k ( h Z s k ( h x q M t q A t .  .  . .n t n s n h hd
tnsd 2 2X Y < <w x w x w xq k ( h q k ( h k ( h =hH  n n n
0
5.9 .
w x w X xq k ( h k ( h Dh Z ds .5n n s
Ä n. c Än.where M g M and A is a continuous, adapted, increasing process.h 2 h
Moreover, by Lemma 5.1,
tnsd n.Ä5.10 I Z s dA s s 0. .  .  . .H D h
0
 .  .Comparing ®nite variation parts of 5.8 and 5.9 ,
tnsd n. n. n. :2k ( h Z s dA s q M , M t n s .  .  . .H n h h h d
0
5.11 .
tnsd 2 2Xn.Ä < <w xs A t n s q k ( h =h Z ds. .  .Hd n sh
0
n. Än. .  .  4By 5.7 and 5.10 , the A and A pieces are supported on s: Z g ­ D . Byh h s
 .  n. n.:Lemma 5.2 and Corollary 5.3 ii , the ds and M , M parts do not changeh h
 .on this set. Hence by 5.11 ,
tnsd 2 2Xn. n. : < <w x5.12 M , M t n s s k ( h =h Z ds. .  .  .Hh h d n s
0
A similar argument shows
tns 2d 2Xn. n. : < <5.13 M , M t n s s k ( yh =h Z ds. .  .  .  .Hyh yh d n s
0
This completes Step 1.
1t n sd .  .  .Step 2. Proof of part i . Since h Z y H Dh Z ds is a sub-t n s 0 s2d
martingale, we can write
tnsd1 .  .  .  .  .  .5.14 h Z s h x q M t n s q A t n s q Dh Z ds,Ht n s h d h d s2d
0
where M g M c and A is a continuous adapted increasing process. By Ito'sÃh 2 h
formula,
k ( h Z s k ( h x . .n t n s nd
tnsd X 1q k ( h z s dM s q dA s q Dh Z ds .  .  .  . .H n h h s2
0
tnsd Y1  :q k ( h Z s d M , M s . .  . .H n h h2
0
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 .Comparing martingale parts with 5.5 ,
tnsd Xn.M t n s s k ( h Z s dM s . .  .  . .Hh d n h
0
 .By 5.12 this gives
tns tnsd d2 2 2X X : < <w x w xk ( h Z s d M , M s s k ( h =h Z s ds. .  .  . .  .H Hn h h n
0 0
Letting n ª ` yields
tns tnsd d 2 : < <I h Z s ) 0 d M , M s s I h Z s ) 0 =h Z ds. .  .  .  . .  . .  .H Hh h s
0 0
Similarly,
tns tnsd d 2 : < <I h Z s - 0 d M , M s s I h Z s - 0 =h Z s ds. .  .  .  . .  .  . .  .H Hh h
0 0
Adding,
tns tnsd d 2 : < <I h Z s / 0 d M , M s s I h Z s / 0 =h Z s ds. .  .  .  . .  .  . .  .H Hh h
0 0
 .By Corollary 5.3 i , this is the same as
tnsd 2 : < <M , M t n s s I h Z s / 0 =h Z s ds. .  .  . .  . .Hh h d
0
w  .xMuch like the proof of Lemma 5.2, we can show also using 2.3 that
tnsd 2< <5.15 I h Z s s 0 =h Z s ds s 0. .  .  . .  . .H
0
Hence
tnsd 2 : < <M , M t n s s =h Z s ds, .  . .Hh h d
0
 .completing the proof of part i .
 n. n. : .Step 3. Computation of M , M t n s . For the rest of the proof, we" h " g d
 .assume the hypotheses of part ii are in force. Write
5.16 g Z s g x q M t q A t , .  .  .  . .t n s g gd
where M g M c and A is a continuous adapted increasing process withg 2 g
 .using Lemma 5.1
tnsd
5.17 I Z s dA s s 0. .  .  . .H D g
0
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 .  .By Ito's formula and 5.14 ] 5.16 ,Ã
w x w xk ( h k ( g Z .n n t n sd
w x w xs k ( h k ( g x .n n
tnsd Xw x w xq k ( g k ( h Z s dM s q dA s .  .  . .H n n h h
0
tnsd Y1  :w x w xq k ( g k ( h Z s d M , M s .  . .H n n h h2
0
tnsd Xw x w xq k ( h k ( g Z s dM s q dA s .  .  . .H n n g g
0
tnsd Y1  :w x w xq k ( h k ( g Z s d M , M s .  . .H n n g g2
0
tnsd X X  :w x w x5.18 q k ( h k ( g Z s d M , M s .  .  . .H n n h g
0
w x w xs k ( h k ( g x .n n
tnsd Xw x w xq k ( g k ( h Z s dM s q dA s .  .  . .H n n h h
0
tnsd Xw x w xq k ( h k ( g Z s dM s q dA s .  .  . .H n n g g
0
tnsd 2Y1 < <w x w xq k ( g k ( h =hH n n2
0
Y < < 2w x w xq k ( h k ( g =g Z s ds . .4n n
tnsd X X  :w x w xq k ( h k ( g Z s d M , M s , .  . .H n n h g
0
where we have used the identities
tnsd 2 : < <M , M t n s s =h Z s ds, .  . .Hh h d
0
tnsd 2 : < <M , M t n s s =g Z s ds .  . .Hg g d
0
 .from part i .
On the other hand, on ­ D,
w x w xg ? = k ( h k ( g 4n n
w x w X x w X x w xs g ? k ( h k ( g =g q k ( h k ( g =h 4n n n n5.19 .
w x w X xs k ( h k ( g g ? =g G 0n n
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since g ? =h s 0 on ­ D. By the submartingale property applied to
w xw x .k ( h k ( g Z ,n n t
w x w xk ( h k ( g Z .n n t n sd
Ä n. Än.w x w xs k ( h k ( g x q M t n s q A t n s .  .  .n n h , g d h , g d
tnsd 2 2Y Y1 < < < <w x w x w x w xq k ( h k ( g =h q k ( g k ( h =gH n n n n2
0
w X x w X xq2 k ( h k ( g =h ? =g Z s ds, . .4n n
Ä n. c Än.where M g M and A is a continuous adapted increasing process withh, g 2 h, g
tnsd Ä5.20 I Z s dA s s 0, .  .  . .H D h , g
0
by Lemma 5.1.
 .Comparing ®nite variation parts with 5.18 ,
tnsd X Xn.Ä w x w xA t n s q k ( h k ( g =h ? =g Z s ds 4 .  . .Hh , g d n n
0
tnsd Xw x w xs k ( g k ( h Z s dA s .  . .H n n h
0
tnsd Xw x w xq k ( g k ( h Z s dA s .  . .H n n g
0
tnsd X X  :w x w xq k ( h k ( g Z s d M , M s . .  . .H n n h g
0
Än. .  .By 5.17 and its analogue for h and 5.20 , the A , A and A parts areh, g g h
  . 4  .supported on s: Z s g ­ D . By Corollary 5.3 ii , Lemma 5.2 and the Ku-
nita]Watanabe inequalities, the remaining ®nite variation parts do not
  . 4change on s: Z s g ­ D . Thus
tnsd X Xw x w xk ( h k ( g =h ? =g Z s ds . .H n n
0
tnsd X X  :w x w xs k ( h k ( g d M , M s . .H n n h g
0
Let n ª `, to get
tnsd
I h Z ) 0 I g Z ) 0 =h ? =g Z ds .  .  . .  .H s s s
0
5.21 .
tnsd  :s I h Z ) 0 I g Z ) 0 d M , M s . .  .  . .  .H s s h g
0
w xw  .x w  .xWe can repeat this argument for k ( h k ( yg , k ( yh =n n n
w  .x w  .xw xk ( yg and k ( yh k ( g ; the key is that in any of these cases, then n n
 .analogue of 5.19 is always nonnegative or always nonpositive. In any event,
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we can show the following:
tnsd
I h Z ) 0 I g Z - 0 =h ? =g Z ds .  .  . .  .H s s s
0
tnsd  :s I h Z ) 0 I g Z - 0 d M , M s ; .  .  . .  .H s s h g
0
tnsd
I h Z - 0 I g Z - 0 =h ? =g Z ds .  .  . .  .H s s s
0
tnsd  :s I h Z - 0 I g Z - 0 d M , M s ; .  .  . .  .H s s h g
0
tnsd
I h Z - 0 I g Z ) 0 =h ? =g Z ds .  .  . .  .H s s s
0
tnsd  :s I h Z - 0 I g Z ) 0 d M , M s . .  .  . .  .H s s h g
0
 .Adding these to 5.21 , we get
tnsd
I h Z / 0 I g Z / 0 =h ? =g Z s ds .  .  . . .  .H s s
0
tnsd  :s I h Z / 0 I g Z / 0 d M , M s . .  .  . .  .H s s h g
0
 .  .By Corollary 5.3 i and 5.15 and its analogue for g, this is the same as
tnsd  :=h ? =g Z s ds s M , M t n s . .  . .H h g d
0
 .This gives the conclusion of part ii , and the proof of Theorem 5.4 is
complete. I
Now we can easily prove Theorem 2.3. Assume the hypotheses of Section 2
 .  .and Theorem 2.3 are in effect. Let h y , y s y and g y , y s y . Let K1 2 1 1 2 2
be from Theorem 4.1, and let b be as in Section 4. Choose d so small that
 < < 4   . 4x g D: x F d : x g D: C x - K . Then s F t and so, by Theoremsb d K
4.1 and 5.4,
Z t n s s h Z t n s , g Z t n s .  .  . .  . .d d d
s z q M t n s , M t n s q 0, A t n s , .  .  . .  .h d g d g d
5.22 .
  .  ..where M t n s , M t n s is two-dimensional Brownian motion stoppedh d g d
at time s and A is a continuous adapted increasing process. Moreover, byd g
 4Lemma 5.1, A changes only on s: Z g ­D .g s
As pointed out in Section 2, this is enough to imply Theorem 2.3.
2 .   4.  .THEOREM 5.5. Suppose h g C D l C D R 0 with h 0 s 0, g ? =h G 0
 4  4on ­ D R 0 and Dh bounded and nonnegative on D R 0 . Then, for each
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< <  <  . < 4m G x with s s inf t G 0: v t s m ,m
sm 2< <=h Z I h Z ) 0 du - ` a.s. P . .  . .H u u x
0
PROOF. By the submartingale property,
k ( h Z s k ( h x q M t q A t .  .  .  .n t n n n
t 2Y X1 < <w x w xq k ( h =h q k ( h Dh Z du, .H n n u2
0
 .where M is a P -local martingale and A t is a continuous adaptedn x n
< <increasing process. By Theorem 5.4, for each m G x ,
tns 2m X : w xM , M t n s s k ( h =h Z ds. .  .Hn n m n s
0
By Ito's formula,Ã
2Px w xE k ( h Z .n t n s m
2w xs k ( h x .n
tnsm 2Y1Px < <w x w xq E 2 k ( h Z dA u q k ( h =h .  .H n u n n2
0
Xw xq k ( h Dh Z du . 5n u
tns 2m XPx < <w xq E k ( h =h Z du .H n u
0
2tnsm 2XPx < <w xG E k ( h =h Z du . .H n u
0
By dominated convergence on the left and Fatou's lemma on the right,
sm2 2P Px x < <` ) E 0 k h Z G E I h Z ) 0 =h Z du . .  . . . Hs u um
0
Thus
sm 2< <I h Z ) 0 =h Z du - ` a.s. P , .  . .H u u x
0
giving the desired conclusion. I
6. Conformal invariance of RBM. Let D and D be domains in R2
with 0 g ­ D l ­ D. Suppose F: D ª D is a homeomorphism such that
2 .  4  4F 0 s 0, F: D R 0 ª D R 0 is a C diffeomorphism and F: D ª D is
 .  .holomorphic with a holomorphic inverse. Denote by Z ? and Z ? the coordi-
nate processes on V and V , respectively.D D
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 .  4Given an angle of re¯ection u x , x g ­D R 0 , F induces an angle of
 4re¯ection u on ­ D R 0 viaF
y1  46.1 u y s u ( F y , y g ­ D R 0 . .  .  .F
< <Let x F d and write
< <s s s Z s inf t G 0: Z t s d . 4 .  .d d
Suppose P is a solution of the submartingale problem on D stopped at timex
s , starting from x. De®ned
tnsd 2Z < <6.2 A t s F9 Z I Z / 0 du. .  .  .  .H u u
0
If
6.3 P s Z - ` s 1 .  . .x d
and
6.4 P AZ s Z - ` s 1, .  . . .x d
 .then, since F is conformal away from 0 and Z ? spends 0 Lebesgue time at 0
Z w  .xa.s. P , A is a.s. continuous and strictly increasing on 0, s Z with an a.s.x d
Z w Z .xcontinuous strictly increasing inverse a on 0, A s . Settingd
6.5 Z Z t s F Z aZ t n AZ s , t G 0, .  .  . . . .d
Z  .it is not hard to show that the law of Z on V , M solves the submartin-
D
Z .  .gale problem on D stopped at time A s , starting from F x . Note thatd
here the angle of re¯ection is u .F
Conversely, for F s Fy1 and
< <h s h Z s inf t G 0: F Z s d , 4 .  .d d t
given a solution P of the submartingale problem on D with angle ofF  x .
.  .re¯ection u stopped at time h , starting from F x , setF «
tnhd 2Z < <6.6 R t s F 9 Z I Z / 0 du. .  .  .  .H u u
0
If
6.7 P h Z - ` s 1 .  . .F  x . d
and
6.8 P R Z h Z - ` s 1, .  . . .F  x . d
Z w  .xthen R is a.s. continuous and strictly increasing on 0, h Z with an a.s.d
Z w Z .xcontinuous and strictly increasing inverse r on 0, R h . Moreover,d
6.9 Z Z t s F Z r Z t n R Z h , t G 0, .  .  . . . .d
Z .solves the submartingale problem on D stopped at time R h , startingd
from x.
 .  .THEOREM 6.1. The mappings 6.5 and 6.9 give rise to a one-to-one
correspondence between solutions P of the submartingale problem on Dx
 .  .stopped at time s satisfying 6.3 ] 6.4 and solutions P of the submartin-d F  x .
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 .  .gale problem on D stopped at time h satisfying 6.7 ] 6.8 . The angles ofd
 .  .re¯ection for D and D are u ? and u ? , respectively.F
w  .The proof is left to the reader cf. DeBlassie and Toby 1993 , Proposi-
xtion 4.1 .
7. Half-space: S s S . In this section we prove Theorem 1.1 for j s p .
p
0  4For S s z g S : Im z ) 0 de®nep p
` u x 1 x .
07.1 c z s exp y dx , z g S . .  . H p2 5p x y z 1 q xy`
w  .xThen ic is known as a Pick function Donoghue 1974 : it is analytic from
S0 into S0 .p p
1  4.LEMMA 7.1. The function c has an extension in C S R 0 and Re c ) 0p
 4on S R 0 .p
PROOF. The proof of smoothness is almost exactly like the ®rst part of
 .Step 2 in the proof of Theorem 1.1 in Burdzy and Marshall 1992 . The major
 .difference is that they use local Holder continuity of the ®rst partials of u ?È
on ­S and on ­S , whereas we require local Dini continuity of those partials.1 2
w . xThis causes no trouble because the theorem of Zygmund 1979 , page 54
they use applies in this context too.
The last assertion of the lemma is a consequence of our hypotheses on u . I
 4  .  .LEMMA 7.2. For x g ­S R 0 , arg c x s u x . Moreover, for some posi-p
tive C , C , « and p, with p - 1,1 2
p < < yp  4C h F c z F C h , z s z q ih g S l B 0 R 0 . .  .1 2 p «
 .PROOF. This follows from 1.3 and is left to the reader. I
` w xA smooth path in S from 0 to z g S is a C -mapping l : 0, a ª Sp p p
 .  . <  . < w x  .with l 0 s 0, l a s z and l 9 t ) 0 for t g 0, a . If l 9 0 is not horizon-
tal, then we say l is nontangential at 0. De®ne
z
C z s c w dw, z g S , .  .H p
0
where the integral is over any simple smooth path in S from 0 to z that isp
nontangential at 0.
LEMMA 7.3. The function C is well de®ned on S , a homeomorphism ontop
2  4   4.its image, a C -diffeomorphism from S R 0 onto C S R 0 , holomorphicp p
 4   4.  .on S R 0 with a holomorphic inverse on C S R 0 , and C 0 s 0. More-p p
 4  .  .  .over, for x g ­S R 0 , arg C9 x s arg c x s u x .p
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 4PROOF. Let l be any simple smooth path in S from 0 to z g S R 0p p
that is nontangential at 0. It is no loss to assume l is parameterized by arc
w x  .length s, say, l : 0, L ª S , l s l , l . Since l is nontangential at 0,p 1 2
X  .l 0 / 0 and so, for « from Lemma 7.2, there exist d ) 0 and C ) 0 such2
that
< <l s - « for s F d , .
< < < <l d - z , .
< <l s G Cs for s F d . .2
<  4Now l is simple, so the image of l is contained in S R 0 . Then sincew d , L x p
1  4. 0c g C S R 0 and c is holomorphic on S ,p p
c w dw s c w dw, .  .H H
<l gw d , L x
 .c  .for any smooth path g in S l B 0 connecting l d to z. From this it isp < l d . <
clear that
c w dw - `. .H
<l w d , L x
As for the other part of l ,
d
c w dw s c l s l 9 s ds .  .  . .H H
<l 0w0 ,d x
d
F c l s ds . .H
0
d yp< <F C l s ds by Lemma 7.2 .  .H 2 2
0
d yp
F C Cs ds - `, .H2
0
since p - 1. Thus,
7.2 c w dw - `, .  .H
l
 .and so H c w dw exists.
l
To show C is well de®ned, let m be a path satisfying the same properties
 .as l and let d ) 0 be small. Now B 0 will cut each of l and m into twod
1. 1.  .pieces: the parts l and m starting at 0 until ­B 0 is hit, and the partsd
l
2. and m2. from then on. Then the closed path determined by l 2., m2. and
 .the arc g of ­ B 0 determined by the ®rst intersections of l and m withd
 .  4­ B 0 is contained in S R 0 , since l and m are simple. However, c isd p
0 1  4.  .holomorphic on S and in C S R 0 , so the integral of c w along thisp p
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path must vanish. Hence, to prove C is well de®ned, it suf®ces to show, as
d ª 0,
c w dw ª 0, .H
1.
l
c w dw ª 0 .H
1.m
and
c w dw ª 0. .H
g
 .The ®rst two are immediate consequences of 7.2 . For the last, observe for
w xp - 1 from Lemma 7.2, for some a, b g 0, p ,
b
c w dw s c d exp iu id exp iu du .  .  . .H H
g a
p yp
F d C d sin u du .H 2
0
F Cd 1yp
ª 0 as d ª 0.
 4 0Thus C is well de®ned on S R 0 , holomorphic on S and, by settingp p
 .C 0 s 0, continuous on S . By Lemma 7.1 and arguments from Burdzy andp
 . 2  4.  .  .Marshall 1992 , C g C S R 0 and C9 z s c z . Since Re c ) 0 on S Rp p
 4  4 w  . x0 , C is one-to-one on S R 0 cf. Rogers 1991 , Lemma 1 . To show C isp
 .one-to-one on S , it suf®ces to show C z s 0 only if z s 0. So supposep
 . 0  . w xC z s 0. If z g S , then taking l t s tz, t g 0, 1 ,p
1
0 s C z s z c tz dt / 0, a contradiction. .  .H
0
 4If z g ­S R 0 , then taking l to be the path consisting of the line segmentsp
  4.from 0 to id , id to « , then « to z where d ) 0, « g R R 0 ,
0 s lim lim c w dw. .H
dª0 «ª0 l
By the estimates in Lemma 7.2, the integrals over the ®rst two pieces of l
converge to 0, so we get
z




0 s lim Re c t dt / 0, a contradiction. .H
«ª0 «
Thus z s 0, as desired.
 4  4 2It is now easy to see that C: S R 0 ª S R 0 is a C -diffeomorphism,p p
0  0 .that C on S has a holomorphic inverse on C S and that C is a homeo-p p
 .morphism from S onto C S . Ip p
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 .The mapping C was used in Rogers 1991 because it twists around the
 .direction of re¯ection in S so that the re¯ection in C S is always upward.p p
LEMMA 7.4. For each d ) 0,
< < < <sup C9 z : z g S , z G d - `, 4 . p
< y1 < < <sup C 9 w : w g C S , w G d - `. .  .  . 4p
 .PROOF. Choose « g 0, d such that
< < < <z - « « C z - d . .
Then
< y1 < < <sup C 9 w : w g C S , w G d .  .  . 4p
< y1 <y1 < <s sup C9 C w : w g C S , w G d .  . 4 . p
< <y1 < <F sup C9 z : z g S , z G « . . 4p
Consequently it is enough to show that, for each a ) 0,
< < < <0 - inf C9 z F sup C9 z - `. .  .
< <z Ga < <z Ga
Since, for z s j q ih g S0 ,p
< < < <C9 z s c z .  .
` u x x y j x .
s exp y dxH 2 22 5p 1 q xy` x y j q h .
2  4.and since C g C S R 0 , it suf®ces to show thatp
` u x x y j x .
< <sup y dx : j q ih G 2, h ) 0 - `.H 2 22 5p 1 q xy` x y j q h .
 . < <However, u x s 0 if x G 1, so
` u x x y j x .
y dxH 2 22p 1 q xy` x y j q h .
u x x y j u x x .  .1 1 1
s F dx q dx .H H H2 22p p 1 q xy1 y1 y1x y j q h .
Thus it is enough to prove that
u x x y j .1
< <sup dx : j q ih G 2, h ) 0 - `.H 2 2 5py1 x y j q h .
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< <If j q ih G 2, then
< <u x x y j u x .  .1 1
dx F 4 dxH H2 2p py1 y1x y j q h .
pr21
F ? 4 dxH
py1
s 4.
This does the trick. I
 .LEMMA 7.5. The set C ­S is the graph of a Lipschitz function andp
0 Ä . <  . <C S is above this graph. Moreover, for u s sup u x , the inner and outerp
 0 .  4cones for C S at 0 are, respectively,p
Ä< <C s y , y : y G y tan u . 4IN 1 2 2 1
Ä< <C s y , y : y F y y tan u . . 4OUT 1 2 2 1
 4  .PROOF. Note that Re C: R R 0 ª R is increasing because Re C9 t s
 .  .  .Re c t ) 0, for t / 0. Hence C R is the graph of a function, say, y s f x .
Writing
x t s Re C t , y t s Im C t , t g R, .  .  .  .
 .gives a parametric representation of C R , and
Im C9 t Im c t .  .
f 9 x s s .
Re C9 t Re c t .  .
exists and is continuous for x / 0. Hence, to prove f is Lipschitz, it is enough
w  .x w  .x  4to show that Im c t r Re c t is bounded for t g R R 0 . For z s z q
ih g S0 ,p
`Im c z u x h .  .
s tan dx .H 2 2Re c z p . y` x y z q h .
 4Upon letting z s t g R R 0 and hx0, since
` u x h .
lim dx s u t , .H 2 2phª0 y` x y t q h .
we have
Im c t .
s tan u t . .
Re c t .
< <This is bounded since sup u - pr2, by hypothesis. The last equality also
 4proves the statement about inner and outer cones at 0 . I
 .  .Now we apply the results of Dupuis and Ishii 1993 to C S .p
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THEOREM 7.6. Let
< y1 <h v s inf t G 0: C v s d . .  . 4d t
 0 .There is a pathwise unique solution to the SDER up to time h for C S withd p
 .  .  .direction of re¯ection 0,1 , initial condition C x g C S and Brownianp
 4motion B : t G 0 .t
 .PROOF. We verify the Case 1 hypotheses of Dupuis and Ishii 1993 . Once
this is done, we get the desired conclusion from their Corollary 5.2.
 .Since the direction of re¯ection is 0,1 , the Case 1 hypotheses reduce to
 .®nding b g 0, 1 such that
c
0< <y : x y tg x y y - tb : C S for x g C R , 4 .  . .D p
0FtFb
which is equivalent to ®nding a truncated cone
< < < <C s z s z , z : z F ym z , z F 1 4 .1 2 2 1
 .for some m ) 0, such that, for each x g C R ,
c
0x q C : C S . .p
w  .x w  .xThis is an immediate consequence of the fact that Im c t r Re c t s
 .tan u t . I
Combined with Theorem 2.3 and Lemma 7.5, this yields the following
result.
 .THEOREM 7.7. Re¯ecting Brownian motion in C S stopped at time hp d
exists uniquely in law. I
Now we prove Theorem 1.1 for j s p . First we show uniqueness for RBM
stopped upon exiting a small neighborhood of the origin. More precisely, there
is some « ) 0 such that there is exactly one solution of the submartingale
0 < <problem on S stopped at s , starting from x F « . This follows fromp «
 0 .Theorem 6.1 with D s S and F s C and Theorem 7.7 once we ®nd « ) 0p
< <such that, for x F « and any solutions P and P of the submartingalex C  x .
0  0 .problem on S and C S , respectively, stopped at times s and h , respec-p p « «
tively,
7.3 P s - ` s 1, .  .x «
7.4 P h - ` s 1, .  .C  x . «
s« 2< <7.5 P C9 Z I Z / 0 du - ` s 1, .  .  .Hx u u /
0
and
h« 2y1< <7.6 P C 9 Z I Z / 0 du - ` s 1. .  .  .  .HC  x . u u /
0
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 .  .With « from Lemma 3.5, 7.3 holds. Make this « smaller if necessary so
that it is smaller than the d from Theorem 2.3. By the proof of Theorem 2.3,
 .the law of the ®rst component of the coordinate process Z ? stopped at h«
under P is one-dimensional Brownian motion stopped at time h . ThenC  x . «
since h is the ®rst exit time from a bounded neighborhood of 0, it is clearg
that, for some g - « ,
< <P h - ` s 1 for y F g . .C  y . g
 .Then replace « by this g to get 7.4 .
 .  .Next we verify 7.5 ] 7.6 . By Lemma 7.3,
< <  4C9 z s C9 z exp iu z , z g ­S R 0 , .  .  . p
y1 y1 y1< <  4C 9 w s C 9 w exp yiu ( C w , w g ­ C S R 0 . .  .  .  .  .  .p
Then, for h s Re C and g s Im Cy1, we have the following:
2  4h g C S l C S R 0 , h 0 s 0, .  . .p p
2  4g g C C S l C C S R 0 , g 0 s 0; .  .  . .  .p p
< <  4=h z s C9 z cos u z , ysin u z , z g ­S R 0 , .  .  .  . . p
< y1 < y1 y1=g w s C 9 w ysin u ( C w , cos u ( C w , .  .  .  .  . .
 4w g ­ C S R 0 , .p
 4Dh s 0 on S R 0 ,p
 4D g s 0 on C S R 0 . .p
Hence
 4g ? =h z s sin u z , cos z ? =h z s 0 on ­S R 0 , .  .  .  .  . . p
 40, 1 ? =g w G 0 on ­ C S R 0 . .  .  .p
Apply Theorem 5.5 to h, yh and g. Then, since g G 0,
s« 2< <7.7 =h Z I h Z / 0 du - ` a.s. P , .  .  . .H u u x
0
h« 2< <7.8 =g Z I g Z / 0 du - ` a.s. P . .  .  . .H u u C  x .
0
 . 4  0 .However, by Lemma 7.5, y , y : y s 0, y ) 0 : C S . In particular,1 2 1 2 p
 . 0under P , Z ? is Brownian motion inside S and spends 0 Lebesgue time onx p
  . 4  .u: h Z s 0, Z / 0 . Then 7.7 becomesu u
s« 2< <=h Z I Z / 0 du - ` a.s. P , .  .H u u x
0
< < < <  4  .and, since C9 s =h on S R 0 , 7.5 holds.p
  .  4  . 4  .  4Note w g C S R 0 : g w s 0 s ­ C S R 0 . Then, under P ,p p C  x .
 .  .Z ? spends 0 Lebesgue time there, and so 7.8 becomes
h« 2< <=g Z I Z / 0 du - ` a.s. P . .  .H u u C  x .
0
< < < y1 . <  .  .Since =g s C 9 on C S R 0 , 7.6 holds.p
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 .  .Hence we have veri®ed 7.3 ] 7.6 , and so RBM stopped upon exiting a
small neighborhood of the origin exists uniquely. Then, by localization, RBM
in S0 stopped at the ®rst exit time from any bounded set exists uniquely. Top
complete the proof, it is necessary to show tht no explosion occurs. However,
the process cannot explode because of the results of Varadhan and Williams
 .  .1885 and the fact that the re¯ection is normal outside B x . I1
 .8. Arbitrary wedges: existence and uniqueness. Given j g 0, 2p ,
de®ne
F z s z j rp , z g S , . p
so that F: S ª S , D s S and D s S satisfy all the hypotheses in Sec-p j p j
tion 6.
Also, just as in Section 7, we need only prove existence and uniqueness for
the submartingale problem stopped upon exiting a small neighborhood of the
origin. Then, by Theorem 6.1, it is enough to ®nd « ) 0 such that, for1
< <x - « ,1
8.1 P s - ` s 1, .  .x «1
8.2 P h - ` s 1, .  .F  x . «1
s«1 2 j rpy1.< <8.3 P Z I Z / 0 du - ` s 1, .  .Hx u u /
0
h«1 2p rjy1.< <8.4 P Z I Z / 0 du - ` s 1, .  .HF  x . u u /
0
for any solutions P and P of the submartingale problem on S and S ,x F  x . p j
 .respectively. Recall that the angle of re¯ection in S is u ? and the angle ofj
re¯ection in S is u ( F.p
 .With « from 1.4 , for some « ) 0,1
pa s ja ,p j
where
1
< < 4a s sup u ( F w : w g ­S p R 0 , w F « 4 .  .p 2 1
p
< < 4yinf u ( F w : w g ­S p R 0 , w F « 4 .  .1 1
1
< < 4a s sup u z : z g ­S j R 0 , z F « 4 .  .j 2
j
< < 4yinf u z : z g ­S j R 0 , z F « . 4 .  .1
Then
a - 2p
 .and, by 14 ,
2j jaj
) s a .p
p p
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 .  .Applying Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 to P on S gives 8.1 and 8.3 . Also, sincex p
 .2prj ) pa rj s a , by 1.4 and Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 applied to P on S ,p j F  x . j
 .  .8.2 and 8.4 hold.
Acknowledgments. The author thanks the referee for a careful and
detailed reading of the paper, in which a serious ¯aw in an earlier version
was discovered. The proof of Lemma 2.2 is due to the referee.
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